Sprechen Sie Business Tech? German Technology in South Carolina and Beyond (LC25)

GRMN 101: Elementary German and INFM 220: Management Information Systems and FYSS 101
Stephen Della Lana and Iris Junglas

German and Supply Chain and Information Management
3 foreign language credits and 3 credits towards Business Administration Major, Supply Chain and Information Management Major, or Information Management Minor.

CRNs: 16590 and 14678 and 16591
Course times: MWF 10:00-10:50 and TR 10:50-12:05 and M 1:00-1:50

German business is a global phenomenon with a tremendous local economic impact on the US and especially in South Carolina. There are over 200 German companies based in SC alone and over 40,000 jobs stem from German industry in the state! Given that German IT systems are a leader in the market, our learning community will explore the lucrative connections and career opportunities at the intersection of Management Information Systems and German. INFM 220 will provide an overview of information systems with an emphasis on building technological skills with some of the most prominent software applications, while German 101 will introduce students to the German language with an emphasis on business communication and etiquette as well as technological terminology.

INFM 220 counts towards both the Business Administration Major, the Supply Chain and Information Management Major, and the Information Management Minor and is normally not offered to first-year students. Join this Learning Community and get a jump on your Business major curriculum while also gaining a competitive edge by learning German as your foreign language at CofC!